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DOC Minister Status Code Migration

Migrating Codes
As part of the DOC Regional Electronic Ministerial Sync system introduced in CDM+ 9.3, CDM+ 9.3.6 replaces three fields
that previously allowed regions to track any value with lists that are controlled by the OCV:

Standing Code
Ethnic Code
Professional Code

After updating to CDM+ 9.3.6, a DOC region will see these changes to their minister records:

1. There will be new individual group types for:
a. DOC Migrated Ethnic Codes
b. DOC Migrated Professional Codes
c. DOC Migrated Standing Codes

2. Each group type will have groups for codes that do not exist in the general database
3. Each individual with a standing or professional code that does not link to the DOC general database will be enrolled in

the corresponding migrated group
4. All individuals with ethnic codes will be enrolled in a corresponding migrated ethnic code
5. Individuals with a professional or standing code that exists in the DOC General database will be linked to that code

Linking migrated codes to official codes
The challenge is to link ministers with standing, ethnic, or professional codes that do not exist in the DOC General system to
the valid codes. Please contact CDM+ Support for help with this migration.

Minister Check List report
Prior to CDM+ 9.3.6, there was a Minister Check List report available under Reports -> Membership Reports -> Listings -
> Minister Check List. The report looked like this:

Because we now allow multiple Ethnic Codes, this report needed to be updated to display more data in the E/C column.
Rather than redesign this simple listing report, development elected to remove it. Regions can produce this report using
the Individual Custom Listing with these columns:

Minister PIN
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Standing Code
Gender
Ethnic Codes
Professional Code
Full Individual Name
Address Block
Church Position
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